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Abstract
Background: Middle cerebral artery (MCA) aneurysms constitute from 18–40% of all
intracranial aneurysms. They are mainly found in the proximal and bifurcation tracts
and only in the  1.1-1.7% of cases they are located in the distal segment. The authors
report a case of a ruptured saccular cortical MCA aneurysm with unknown etiology.
Case Description: A 53‑year‑old female was admitted with a sudden severe
headache, nausea, vomiting, and a slight left hemiparesis. The computed
tomography (CT) scan showed subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) in the left sylvian
fissure and intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) in the left posterior parietal area. The
CT angiography (CTA) reconstructed with 3D imaging showed a small saccular
aneurysm in the M4 segment in proximity of the angular area. A left parieto‑temporal
craniotomy was performed, the aneurysm was clipped and the ICH evacuated. The
motor deficit was progressively recovered. At 3‑month follow‑up examination, the
patient was asymptomatic and feeling well.
Conclusions: In our opinion, surgery is the best choice for the treatment of
ruptured M4 aneurysms with ICH, because it allows to evacuate the hematoma
and to exclude the aneurysm from the intracranial circulation. In addition, we
suggest both the use of the neuronavigation technique and of the indocyanine
green videoangiography (ICGV) for the aneurismal surgery.
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INTRODUCTION
Middle cerebral artery (MCA) aneurysms constitute from
18% to 40% of all intracranial aneurysms.[4] They are
mainly found in the proximal and bifurcation tracts, and
only in the 1,1–7% of cases they are located in the distal
segment.[1,4,9] Even rarer are the aneurysms that arise from
the cortical segment of the MCA (M4).[1,4,6] Generally,
these aneurysms are secondary to traumatic injuries and
inflammatory or infectious diseases.[1] An exceptional
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occurrence is the presence of a saccular or fusiform
aneurysm in the cortical segment without an evident risk
factor. The authors report the case of a ruptured saccular
cortical MCA aneurysm with unknown etiology.
Clinical aspects, radiological features, surgical treatment,
and operative findings are discussed reviewing the
pertinent literature.

CASE REPORT
A 53‑year‑old female was admitted to our institute
with a sudden severe headache, accompanied by
nausea and vomiting with a slight left hemiparesis.
There was no history of traumatic events, infectious
or inflammatory diseases, hypertension, or other
cardiovascular disorders. The results of the routine
hematologic tests showed indices within normal limits.
The computed tomography (CT) scan of the head
showed subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) in the left
sylvian fissure and intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH),
measured 22 mm × 26 mm, in the left posterior
parietal area [Figure 1]. The CT angiography (CTA)
reconstructed with 3D imaging software showed a small
saccular aneurysm in the M4 segment in proximity
of the angular area [Figure 2]. No digital subtraction
angiography (DSA) was performed. Due to a sudden
decreased level of consciousness, the emergency surgery
was necessary. A left parieto‑temporal craniotomy was
performed. Through the use of neuronavigation it was
possible to locate the ICH and the aneurysm. Under
microscopic vision, a small corticotomy was made
and the ICH was gently evacuated. A small saccular
aneurysm was found. Before clipping, the indocyanine
green videoangiography (ICGV) was used to identify the
perforating arteries close to the aneurysm sac, and to
detect the neck. The aneurysm neck was clipped with
a mini‑clip and the aneurysm sac was coagulated with
a bipolar forceps. After clipping, the ICGV showed
the patency of all efferent and afferent arteries to the
aneurysm and confirmed the aneurysm exclusion. The
postoperative CTA showed neither residual aneurysm
nor occlusion of the parent vessel [Figure 3]. The motor
deficit was progressively recovered and the patient
was discharged on the 20th postoperative day without
complications. At 3‑month follow‑up examination, the
patient was asymptomatic and feeling well.

DISCUSSION
The MCA is the largest and most complex of the cerebral
vessels.[6] According to the anatomic relationships, it is divided
into four or five segments: sphenoidal (M1), insular (M2),
opercular (M3), cortical (M4), and terminal (M5).[4,6]
Furthermore, the MCA is also one of the most
common sites of saccular aneurysms (GIBO). Although
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Figure 1: Non enhanced cranial CT scan in axial (a), coronal
(b) and sagittal (c) projections showed a subarachnoid haemorrhage
associated with a parietal intraparenchymal haemorrhage
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Figure 2: Intracranial angio-CT scan in axial (a), coronal (b) and
sagittal (c) projections showed the presence of one aneurysm
of the M4 tract of the MCA, in correspondence of the parietal
intraparenchymal haemorrhage. CTA with 3-D reconstruction
rendering in antero-posterior ad lateral projection (d and e) showed
the morphology of the aneurism (yellow arrows)
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Figure 3: Postoperative intracranial angio-CT scan in axial (a),
cronal (b) and sagittal (c) projections showed the results of the
aneurysm clipping and the absence of the parietal intraparenchymal
haemorrhage. 3D cranial CT rendering of the skull (d) documented
the features of the bone flap. 3D angio-CT rendering in
antero-posterior ad lateral projection (e) showed the position of
the clip and the complete exclusion of the aneurysm (yellow arrow)

several classifications have been proposed for the
MCA aneurysms,[1,4,6] classically they are divided into
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four groups: proximal, bifurcation, distal, and cortical
aneurysms.[1,4] Most of the MCA aneurysms occur at the
bifurcation, while the cortical aneurysms are very rare. As
a rule, the latter ones are manifested clinically after the
rupture of their aneurysmal sac.
At present, only eight cases of ruptured cortical MCA
aneurysms have been described in literature.[1,7,8,9,13]
The patients are all males, except our case. The average
age of the reported patients is 40 years. The size of the
aneurysms is between 1 mm and 10 mm and, in most
cases, they have a saccular or fusiform morphology. In
five patients, the aneurysms present infectious etiology.
Usually, they occur with ICH, sometimes associated
with SAH. The endovascular treatment (EVT) has been
performed in four cases, while the surgical treatment
has been performed in three cases (two of trapping and
one of clipping). In one patient, the infectious aneurysm
has resolved spontaneously after antibiotic therapy. In
all treatments performed, the patients have improved
the neurologic symptoms and no residual aneurysms
have been observed in the subsequent neuroradiology
follow‑up [Table 1].
Habitually, cerebral aneurysms arise at the bifurcation or
trifurcation of the MCA due to hemodynamic stress or
congenital factors.[1] On the contrary, for the most part of

cases the M4 aneurysms have an infectious etiology and
only rarely they have idiopathic origin.[1]
In some authors’ opinion, the etiology of the aneurysm
could influence the choice of treatment.[8] Several studies
suggest that in the case of mycotic aneurysms, the
empirical antibiotic therapy may be sufficient to resolve
the aneurysmal lesion, unless the size of the hematoma
requires surgery.[8]
Although surgery remains the main choice in the M4
aneurysms, because of the extremely distal location
of them over the motor/somatosensory cortices,[13] Lv
et al.[9] propose the use of the EVT in all types of the
M4 aneurysms, especially after the surgery, when it is
impossible to locate the small ruptured aneurysm.
The main difficulty of the surgery is the precise
surgical localization of the small M4 aneurysms.[13] An
inaccurate localization of these vascular lesions may
result in larger craniotomies and unnecessary arachnoid
and pial dissections with possible resultant permanent
neurological injuries.[13] In cases of aneurysms or
arteriovenous malformations located at the sylvian point
or at the posterior superior aspect of the insula, especially
in dominant hemisphere, to reduce the dissection and
open easily sylvian fissure, a logical path would follow the
angular artery in the sylvian fissure cutting the arachnoid

Table 1: Review of ruptured cortical middle cerebral artery aneurysms (M4 segment)
Authors

Nruptured Age, Clinical
Size of Morphology Etiology
aneurysms Sex presentation aneurysm of aneurysm
(M4
(mm)
segment)

Ahn JY
(2005)

1

Horiuchi T
(2004)

1

Raza SM
(2012)

1

Lee Sm
(2013)

1

Lv N
(2015)

4

Ricci A
(2017)

1

20, M Drowsiness
and
hemiparesis
40, M Motor
aphasia

5

Saccular

Idiopathic

10

Not specified Infections

Presentation Treatment

Outcome

Neuroradiology
follow up

ICH and IVH Trapping

No deficit

No residual
aneurysm

ICH

Trapping

motor
No residual
aphasia
aneurysm
improvement
No deficit
No residual
aneurysm

39, M Confusion,
1.6×2
visual
disturbance,
hemiparesis
72, M Drowsiness Not reported
and
hemiparesis
26, M Not Reported
4.8
45, M Not Reported
7.8
28, M Hemiparesis
4.0

Fusiform

Not specified ICH

Clipping

Saccular

Infections

Antibiotic
therapy

48, M Not Reported
45, F Headache
and
hemiparesis

Not specified Infections
Saccular
Idiopathic

1.0
22×26

Not specified Dissection
Not specified Infections
Not specified Infections

SDH and
SAH

SAH and ICH ETV (Glue)
ICH
ETV (Coil)
ICH
Surgical
evacuation of
ICH and ETV
(Coil + Glue)
ICH
ETV (Glue)
SAH and ICH Clipping

Hemiparesis No M4
improvement aneurysm
No deficits No recanalization
No deficits No recanalization
Hemiparesis No recanalization

No deficits
No deficits

No recanalization
No residual
aneurysm

SAH: Subaracnoid hemorrhage; ICH: Intracranial hemorrhage, IVH: Intraventricular hemorrahage; ETV, endovascular treatment, SDH: Subacute subdural hematoma
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fibers and retracting only the tissues which are necessary
to gain more exposure of the lesion.[2]
The current neuronavigation systems, based on
preoperative magnetic resonance imaging and/or CT
imaging, could be a remedy to these difficulties. However,
according to Raza et al.,[13] these systems could not be
sufficient for the intraoperative detection of a small
vascular pathology, while the intraoperative CTA (iCTA)
integrated with a navigation platform is a more accurate
system.
When the iCTA is not available, as in our case, we
recommend at least the use of normal neuronavigation
techniques. Furthermore, to have a more accurate
localization of the ICH and of small aneurysms with
these systems, we think that it is important to reduce
the use of osmotic diuretics before the dural opening,
unless they are strictly necessary due to brain swelling.
In this way, it is possible to avoid the brain shift which
makes inaccurate the preoperative images used by the
neuronavigation.
According to literature data, also for the M4 aneurysms,
the use of the ICGV[3,11,12] before the clipping is helpful
to identify the aneurismal sac, to define the surgical
planning of the clip positioning, to visualize the eventual
perforating arteries or to identify atheromas in the vessel
and/or sac.[10] After the clipping, the use of the ICGV
can intraoperatively detect a residual aneurysm filling,
permitting a prompt clip repositioning.[10]
Generally,
the
preoperative
CTA
with
3‑D
reconstructions is an effective instrument for evaluating
the ruptured cerebral aneurysms.[5] Nowadays, it
provides several advantages with respect to the DSA: it
is quick; it is relatively non‑invasive; it involves less use
of contrast dye compared with a four‑vessel angiogram;
it is relatively economic; and it involves the mobilization
of fewer personnel and resources. Besides, in many cases
it seems that the CTA 3‑D reconstructions provide a
superior image of the aneurysm compared to the DSA,
and sometimes provide the surgeon with additional
information concerning the aneurysmal anatomy and
the relationships to parent vessels.[5] Indeed, Zhao
et al.[14] believe that the CTA alone can be safely and
effectively used in most patients requiring surgical
treatment and they consider additional DSA in patients
with small ruptured aneurysms or in those with multiple
aneurysms.
However, CTA is only valuable in detecting lesions
that are at least 4 mm in diameter. The resolution of
the CTA 3‑D reconstruction can only be based on the
information from the CT. An angiogram will provide
detail to 50 microns or 100 microns and the 3D
reconstruction can provide more detail than the CT.
This may guide the surgeon in his/her approach to the
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lesion especially if it is not at the sylvan point and is
deeper in the fissure.

CONCLUSION
In our opinion, surgery is the best choice for the
treatment of ruptured M4 aneurysms with the
ICH, because it allows to evacuate the hematoma
and exclude the aneurysm from the intracranial
circulation. In addition, we suggest both the use of the
neuronavigation technique and of the ICGV for the
aneurismal surgery.
In some cases, we think that the use of the CTA with
3‑D reconstruction alone is sufficient to the preoperative
planning of emergency surgery of small M4 aneurysms
associated with the ICH.
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